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CONTENT AND PROCESS

I. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

Time: 40 minutes     Steps: 1-7

Purpose: Session 1 - To explore how parenting children who have experienced trauma  
 and loss is both similar to and different from other types of parenting; to  
 understand the ways in which societal views have shaped the adoption/perma- 
 nency experience for constellation members; to learn the extra developmental  
 tasks for children living in adoptive/permanent families; to have participants  
 identify the strengths as well as challenges for themselves, their children and  
 their families.

 A. Welcome And IntroductIons

Step 1  Introduce the facilitators to the participants, giving a little background about 
what brought you here to teach this course, and how adoption has touched your 
life. 

Step 2  Ask the participants to briefly introduce themselves, then do the “Up/Down Exer-
cise” on page 1-31. Time spent here will facilitate communication throughout the 
rest of the sessions.

  Note: Instructions for an optional exercise that works well in small groups,  
 weekend intensives and relative caregiver groups can be found in the Exer-
cises section, page 1-33, “Understanding YOUR Journey.”

Step 3 Pass out the “Facilitator Contact Information & Participant Agreement” handout 
to participants. Provide appropriate contact information for the facilitator(s), and 
briefly present the listed agreements.

  Note: The “Facilitator Contact Information & Participant Agreement” can  
 be found in the Additional Resources for Session 1 on the Facilitator CD,  
 and should be printed prior to the start of class. 
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 B. overvIeW of PArentIng chIldren Who hAve exPerIenced trAumA And  
        loss serIes

Step 4 Give participants an overview of the series by paraphrasing the following:

This series of classes consists of seven sessions, and we will be learning how to better under-
stand our children’s behavior and how to respond in a way that helps them heal. Parents and 
families are the best source of healing for hurt children. In order to do that well and appropri-
ately, we as parents also need to understand ourselves better. There will be skills to learn and 
skills to re-learn as we develop ways to keep our individual families healthy and whole. 

Step 5 Hand out an index card for each participant and paraphrase the following:

You come into these classes with expectations about what you are going to learn. Please put 
your name on an index card, and write down what you most hope to learn during this course. 
The cards will be collected, and handed back to you at the end of the last session when you will 
look them over, to see if we have covered everything you wanted to learn. 

 Note: Before collecting the filled out cards, ask participants if they are   
willing to briefly share their expectations with the rest of the class.

Step 6 Ask participants to turn to the Parent’s Toolbox article “Basic Definitions of 
Trauma and Loss” on page 1-43 [PRN page 1-19] and briefly paraphrase the following 
information: 

The title of this class is “Parenting Children Who Have Experienced Trauma and Loss,” so 
it would be helpful to start with some definitions of what we mean when we use the words, 

“trauma” and “loss.” For the purpose of this series, the word trauma is used to define spe-
cific events that may happen to children, including all forms of abuse and neglect, as well 
as witnessing violence or experiencing threats or fear. We are including in our definition of 
trauma events that happen before the child is born, such as prenatal drug/alcohol exposure and 
violence toward the child’s mother during pregnancy. Trauma may also occur when there is a 
break in the primary attachment relationship between a child and caregiver as a result of the 
death or serious illness of a parent, serious illness of the child requiring lengthy hospitalization, 
as well as removal of the child from the parent or caregiver.
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Attachment trauma is a term that is sometimes used to describe what is occurring for a child 
when he/she is separated from people who are important to him/her, specifically primary care-
givers. In general, the more breaks in attachment (i.e., changes in caregivers) a child has, the 
more extreme the trauma is for that child. Some typical behaviors of children with attachment 
trauma include clinginess or neediness, or on the other end of the spectrum, indiscriminate 
attachment to strangers while rejecting the primary caregiver.

Many of the children you are parenting have experienced several changes in caregivers, as 
well as abuse and neglect. Developmental trauma refers to early, chronic or multiple types 
of trauma (including attachment trauma) which impact children in many areas of their lives.  
Some typical behaviors seen in children with developmental trauma include hyper-vigilance, 
anxiety, impulsivity, cognitive impairment and attention deficits.
 
Loss is an inherent part of life for children who do not live with their birth parents. Loss occurs 
whenever there is a separation from a significant person, place, sensory experience (smell, 
sound, touch), or culture. We frequently we refer to loss and trauma separately throughout this 
class, not because they are unrelated, but in order to emphasize the fact that loss has at least as 
much impact on a child as abuse or neglect. As we just discussed, these types of losses are a 
form of trauma, particularly when they occur early in a child’s life and/or multiple times during 
a child’s life.  

We may also talk about children having special needs at different times during the series. Spe-
cial needs as used here refers to a broad category of children whose emotional or physical 
disorders, age, race, membership in a sibling group, a history of abuse, or other factors con-
tribute to a lengthy stay in foster care. Guidelines for classifying a child as special needs vary 
by state. Common special needs conditions and diagnoses include: serious medical conditions; 
emotional and behavioral disorders; history of abuse or neglect; medical or genetic risk due to 
familial mental illness’, and parental substance abuse.

 c. currIculum BelIefs And BIAses

Step 7 Ask  participants to turn to the Parent’s Toolbox article “Curriculum Beliefs and 
Biases” on page 1-45 [PRN page 1-21] and paraphrase the following information: 

Before we get too far along, we should explain our use of the word “adoption” throughout this 
training. We believe that guardianship, kinship care, and other forms of permanence can hold 
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as much emotional worth to a child as the legal process of adoption. It is the value behind the 
relationships in one’s permanent family that leads to a critical sense of belonging. The goal is 
to be connected to this family for life, regardless of the legal terminology in your specific case.

Keeping this in mind, we will now go over the biases that underlie this curriculum, which are 
rooted in years of experience and current best practices.

 Facilitator: Ask each participant to read one of the Beliefs and Biases aloud. 
For the purpose of this discussion, do not have them read all of the informa-
tion at this time, just the actual Belief/Bias statement. Have them comment 
briefly on what that item means to them.

	� Adoption is a lifelong process which brings both grief and joy 
Adoption is a lifelong process that is not complete when the adoption is finalized. There 
can be feelings of great joy as well as great loss throughout the adoption relationship.

	� Families are the healing mechanism of the child  
It is the parent’s task to heal a child. A therapist can help, but it is not the therapist’s job 
to heal the child. Parents need to learn as much as possible about the therapeutic process. 
Parents should not be sitting in the waiting room while a therapist takes their child into 
an office for an hour. Families must  always be included in the process. Healing takes 
place 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, not 1 hour a week in the therapist’s office.

	� Birth families count 
It is important to talk about birth families with children, helping them make appropriate 
connections between themselves and their birth families. Appropriate information needs 
to be available for children to develop a sense of who they are and who they will become. 

	� Men count 
Often, men are not part of the adoption process. The adoption process has too often 
ignored men, or down-played the role of men, both as birth fathers and adoptive fathers. 
Historically, the focus has been on birth mothers and adoptive mothers. Our goal is to 
pull men into the adoptive process whenever possible.

	� Children’s losses must be reduced whenever possible  
Adoption is created through loss. Without loss, adoption would not occur. All those 
involved in the process experience some sort of loss and grief. The way those losses are 
resolved will impact children throughout their lives. Our goal is to insure that the greater 
burden of loss is borne by the adults rather than by the children. 

    
	� Adults should always carry more emotional responsibility  

The adoption process can be arduous and emotionally difficult for everyone involved.  
Historically, when a child was in foster care awaiting adoption, and the adoption plan 
did not work out, the child was left feeling rejected. Concurrent planning–a plan to 
simultaneously seek reunification with the birth family, and adoptive resources–allows 
for children to be placed in the home of those who may be a permanent placement if 
reunification does not occur. Either way, if the child is returned home, or adopted by 
foster parents, the child wins. The adults carry more of the emotional responsibility.
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	� Professionals need special knowledge 
It is not enough to be a trained therapist or social worker when working in adoption and 
permanency. Specialized training in the unique dynamics of adoption and permanency 
placements is vital. Once families are created through adoption or permanency planning, 
they may need specialized information and training for future issues. We should not 
assume that just any therapist will possess the expertise of working with adoptive and 
permanency formed families.

  
	� Planning ahead for the child is key to success  

Planning ahead for all transitions in adoption is vital to a family’s success. This also 
relates to minimizing the emotional consequences for children in all areas. Imagine 
losing the person who has been central to your world. How would you regain the ability 
to trust? We need to work diligently to avoid disruptions whenever possible in foster, 
relative caregiver, and adoptive placements.

	� Permanency is our goal:  a child must have a family for a lifetime 
We seek permanency for children. If reunification is not possible, our goal is adoption 
or another permanent placement. Long-term foster care is not a permanent plan. It is 
important for children to get the message of permanence. The message to the child is: 

“We are here for you forever. We’ll be here when you are 10 years old or 40 years old. We 
will be here when times are good or when they are tough. We are not going anywhere. 
You are ours forever.” 

	� Adults need to make changes too 
Children should not be expected to make all the changes when they come into a new 
home. Grown-ups must make changes too. When adjust ments need to be made to 
accommodate adoptive transitions in a family, it is important that children see adults 
trying to change when necessary. 

 
 � Grief must be acknowledged and dealt with 

Sometimes families are built by adoption because of issues of infertility, which may 
include significant grief. This grief must be acknowledged and dealt with so it does not 
become an obstacle to relationships. Once children join a family, grief over such things 
as missed opportunities to share in the child’s early life can surface. These, too, must 
be acknowledged, shared and put into proper perspective. How a parent confronts and 
deals with such grief and  loss will impact the parent’s ability to help a child confront  
his or her distress, loss, and grief.

	� Success means the child has a family 
Success is defined as a child gaining a permanent family. It is not defined as a perfect 
child within a perfect family. It is not defined as a child achieving success to make his 
or her parents proud. Expectations need to be flexible in the definition of “success.” Our 
goal is always to maximize the child’s potential, within the reality of the child’s abilities. 
Having a supportive family who stands by the child is the measure of success. A family 
that nurtures strengths, while working on areas that need improvement, can improve the 
child’s chances for success.
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 � Children grow best in families 
Our strongest bias is that children grow best in families. This belief stems from extensive 
work with children, as well as the current research on successful adoptive families. It 
is well established that children in residential treatment who may be severely disturbed 
and behaviorally unable to live in families, often do much better when they are able 
to transition into families. Deep, meaningful and emotional connection to a family, 
whether biological or not, appears to spark improvement for children in all areas.  

II. GETTING STARTED

Time:  45 minutes    Steps: 1-5

 A. A BrIef hIstory of PermAnency/AdoPtIon In our culture

Step 1  Introduce the idea that adoption has only been a formalized practice for approxi-
mately one hundred years in the United States, and it is only now becoming fully 
accepted, without the stigma that the adopted person was perceived to have in the 
past. Briefly paraphrase the following: 

 Note: Refer participants to the Parent’s Toolbox article “A Brief His- 
tory of Permanency & Adoption in Our Culture” on page 1-49 [PRN page 
1-25], for them to read at a later time. Keep this overview to approximately 
five minutes. 

For as long as there have been parents and children, there have been parents who were unable 
to care for their children, and children who needed permanent families. These needs were often 
met through both formal and informal arrangements. Relatives and tight-knit communities 
have been absorbing children into family units through informal arrangements for centuries. 
Formal adoptions of children by unrelated adults are a more recent phenomenon, and have 
historically been fraught with secrecy until quite recently. Openness in formal adoption is a 
relatively new concept. 

 The commonly used phrase, “put up for adoption” originated with the first orphan trains of the 
late 19th century. Children left orphaned during the Industrial Revolution were rounded up off 
the streets and placed on trains that took them out west to find families willing to care for them, 
often in exchange for work the child could perform. These children were literally “put up” on 
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train platforms in each town, where potential parents could view them and choose those hearty 
enough for the work and best suited to the family. 

At the turn of the century and well beyond, children born to unwed mothers had the word 
“bastard” stamped on their birth certificates. For decades, social welfare workers, in an effort 
to protect children from this stigma, told parents who had adopted children not to tell them 
the true origins of their birth. The message was one of shame. Birth fathers’ rights were not 
addressed and birth mothers were told they could simply start their lives over again. Many 
adopted children were never told the origins of their birth, often learning they were adopted 
when adoptive parents died and they discovered legal documentation of their adoption or origi-
nal birth certificates. 

The 1950’s, 1960’s and 1970’s saw great changes in adoption practices as a result of adoption 
research, changes in societal values, and a consumer’s rights perspective that led to a move-
ment for adoption reform. During this era, the adoption by American families of children from 
other countries, particularly Korea and Vietnam, underscored the growing diversity of the 
adoptive family. The number of children in the child welfare system for whom adoption was 
considered increased, and federal and state subsidies encouraged the adoption of children with 

“special needs.” The focus on moving children from the child welfare system into adoptive 
families, and changing societal values, led the way for transracial and transcultural placements, 
primarily of African American children into Caucasian families. Continuing changes in our 
social culture have resulted in the fact that now families built by adoption and other forms of 
permanency reflect the same diversity as families throughout the United States.

Societal views of adoption and permanency shape the experience of those who are part of the 
adoption constellation. Understanding the historical and cultural context of adoption in our 
country provides insight into those societal views. It also helps us see how the language of 
adoption has evolved along with our society’s changing perceptions, and how we can influence 
change through the words we choose. Simply taking the time to correct the phrase “given up 
for adoption” to “making an adoption plan” can be an important step in moving away from a 
culture of shame and secrecy.

The concept of permanency further broadens our perspective to include arrangements other 
than adoption, so long as the child has an adult committed to him for a lifetime. We are coming 
full circle to accept both formal and informal arrangements as valuable to the child. We have 
more knowledge today about how permanency impacts child development than was known 
anytime during the past century, and we now understand that it is the permanent connection, 
whatever the legal status is called, that makes the difference.

As we look at the diversity of many of our adoption and permanency-built families, it is helpful 
to explore some tools for parents to use to explain to a child that families come in all shapes and 
sizes, whether they are biologically related or not.
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 B. fAmIly dIversIty

Step 2 Introduce the DVD “That’s A Family: A Film for Kids About Family Diversity” * 
by paraphrasing the following:

  *If the DVD has not yet been purchased by the Facilitator, lead a 15 minute  
          discussion on diversity based on the information in this step.

“That’s a Family” was made to increase awareness and sensitivity for those children living in 
non-traditional families. In this film, you will hear children talk about their experiences living 
in many different types of families. 

 Note: Show the DVD from the beginning, stopping either at 16:15 or 23:15, 
depending on time available. Refer participants to the Parent’s Toolbox  
article “That’s A Family – Key Ideas” on page 1-51 [PRN page 1-27] to have 
as a reference during discussion following the film. 

Discussion questions:
 • What did the children in the film want you to know about their families?
 • What helped these children to be able to respond to questions about themselves  

      and their family?
 • Did you learn something about a family that was different from your own?
 • What family/families mirrored your own experiences?

The film reaffirms a number of things that we have been discussing, which is that there is great 
diversity among adoptive and permanent families, and that the important thing is the perma-
nent connections within the family rather than what the family looks like. The children in this 
film appear to speak with relative ease about some of the differences between their families 
and other families, but that may not have always been true. Understanding their story and the 
story of their family is a process for children that begins when they are young and is built upon 
over time. The film shows that parents can help their children by having open conversations 
about their family and by creating opportunities for their children to spend time with other 
adoptive/permanent families. 

All children should know and interact often with other children who have similar families 
to theirs. Living in a culture where no one else is adopted may send a message to the child 
that they are different from everyone around them. Being connected to other families built in 
non-traditional ways, and families who have similar ethnicity or culture to the child can help 
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normalize the child’s experience. This can also help to reduce feelings of isolation for adoptive 
parents and caregivers. Getting together with other parents can strengthen both families, since 
there is opportunity to share resources, and stories of what has been successful for the children 
and what has not. 

  c.  exPlorIng myths And stereotyPes

Step 3 Paraphrase the following information as a lead-in to adoption and permanency 
myths and stereotypes:

Historically, understanding the adoption process began with the adoption triad of child, birth 
parents and adoptive parents. In truth, there are many more individuals impacted by the adop-
tion experience. This adoption constellation began to be addressed in the literature in the 1990s, 
and includes a societal view of the process. The constellation of adoption consists of everyone 
who is of importance to the child, including extended family and members of the community.

Consideration of birth and adoptive extended families is essential because extended families 
are vitally important to the success of an adoptive placement. Sometimes inclusion of extended 
family can be easy and sometimes it can be difficult. Occasionally, extended family members 
will struggle with the prospective adoptive parents’ choice to adopt, or they may treat an adopt-
ed child differently, even in subtle ways. Adoptive parents may feel abandoned or rejected by 
their own extended families when their children are having difficulties. The adoptive parents 
frequently become the primary educators for their extended families, as well as their commu-
nity, about adoption/permanency issues. 

Once an adoption occurs, birth families and adoptive families are forever connected. The myth 
that adoptive parents are the only parents connected to their child is just that – a myth. A child 
is genetically connected to his or her birth parents and environmentally connected to adoptive 
parents for a lifetime.
  
The book One Wonderful You by Francie Portnoy and Tracy Higgs describes the adoption pro-
cess as a positive joining of genetic and environmental factors with the message that it took 
both families to create your child. The message to the child is “You are wonderful because you 
got great stuff from your birth family and great stuff from your adopted family, and that makes 
you uniquely wonderful!” A child hears “You needed to come from the place you came from, 
and you are great the way you are–we love you the way you are!”  The positive messages from 
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healthy, connected birth and adopted families can normalize the experience for a child and 
deflect any messages from the culture that he or she is damaged goods or was unwanted.

Step 4 Brainstorm with participants about the top ten myths of adoption and permanency. 
Ask participants to share with the group the kinds of responses they got from 
friends, family, and others. Refer participants to the Toolbox article, “Common 
Myths and Stereotypes in Permanency/Adoption” on page 1-53 [PRN page 1-29].

  Note: Write the answers on the whiteboard or a flip chart, and  
make sure they include the following points:

 • All the children really need is love
 • Why would you want damaged goods?
 • Adoption is second best, too bad you couldn’t have your OWN child.
 • You are a saint for saving a poor, needy child
 • That child is SO lucky to have you
 • Adopted kids are always bad apples
 • Adopt, and you’ll get pregnant
 • Your adopted child will appreciate you
 • It will be love at first sight

Most of these myths serve to invalidate a child’s experience and create more anxiety for adop-
tive and permanent families. For example, telling a child who has been adopted from the child 
welfare system that she is lucky to be adopted may be very distressful. She may not perceive 
herself as “lucky” to have come through the child welfare system to be placed in an adoptive 
home. She may already feel like damaged goods and the subtle message from others that she 
is, indeed, damaged, can be very negative. It can take many years and developmental maturity 
for children to move beyond a sense of being exactly what these stereotypes suggest: damaged, 
unwanted, in need of salvation, and second best to parents who could not have their own child.

Step 5 Continue the brainstorming with regard to stereotypes about the adoption constel-
lation, writing the answers down on the flip chart/whiteboard for participants to 
see. Refer participants to the examples of stereotypes found in the Toolbox article 
mentioned above. Paraphrase the following information after the brainstorm:
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Stereotypes permeate the adoption and permanency process. Addressing them early can help 
the child and family. Parents may need to deal with the message received by a child who has 
been relinquished by his birth parents, which is often that the child was unwanted. The emerg-
ing literature is suggesting that children relinquished by mothers who made an adoptive plan 
for them may struggle emotionally in different ways than children whose parents’ rights were 
terminated by court action.  

Daily life will provide adoptive families many opportunities to make the process of adoption a 
“we” issue rather than an isolating experience for their child. Every time others ask an intrusive 
question (and they will) parents need to have a response that makes their child feel included 
and supported. It is critical to buffer the child from the damage that comments from others can 
inflict.

Parents should not hesitate to correct language when necessary. “Oh, you meant her birth 
mother, I’m her mom; we are an adoptive family.” It is important that children feel good about 
the families in which they are planted, and that they are normal.  Use language that claims the 
child and makes adoption an inclusive process.

The best response for an intrusive question which identifies a child as adopted may be, “Thanks 
for asking, we’re an adoptive family.” This does not single out a child as different. He is claimed 
by the family and respected by the culture.  

III. PERMANENCY AND ADOPTION

Time: 10 minutes     Steps: 1-3

Purpose: To set the stage for participants regarding the realities of permanence and  
  adoption; what permanency means to the child as well as the family as a  
  whole.

A.  PArentIng Is PArentIng, or Is It?

Step 1 Assist participants in the realization that some parts of parenting through adop-
tion/permanence are similar to what all parents experience, but some parts are 
very different by paraphrasing the following:
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As you have already experienced through parenting your child, some of this journey is just like 
what other parents experience. Things like family traditions and rituals, playing games, doing 
homework, having dinner, having arguments, etc. These are activities that are shared by all 
parents. And as you have already learned, some things are very different about this journey 
with your child. Parenting is parenting…or is it? There are inherent differences when parenting 
a child who is not biologically connected to you. There are additional elements when the role 
you originally had with them shifts to a new role, for example a grandparent who is now the 
primary parent.  

It is our hope, that through this course, you will make special connections with others in this 
room. As you look around the room, you will find others who share similar challenges, and 
whose families are very similar to yours. One of the challenges that many adoptive/permanent 
families face is the feeling of being different than other families in your culture/community.  
This can increase a family’s sense of isolation and keep them from connecting with important 
resources and supports. As you move through all of these sessions, it is our hope that you con-
nect with each other. There is no one that can understand your unique challenges better than 
other families who share some of those same issues. 

B. the lAnguAge of PermAnency And AdoPtIon

Step 2 Help participants understand the idea that language has a strong bearing on how 
permanency/adoption feels. Children do not want to feel like a commodity that 
is handed around and kept only when convenient, or that they are second best. 
Paraphrase the following information:

  
Permanence/adoption should not be a minus or a negative for a child. Children should not have 
to lose everything to gain a permanent family. It is imperative that caregivers/parents develop 
inclusive, strength-based language that helps the child to not only understand their story, but 
also helps to empower them to continue exploring their historical familial/cultural connections. 
We can strengthen and empower children by using and encouraging others to use appropriate 
inclusive language. Professionals, for instance, will discuss a birth mother who is “making an 
adoption plan” for her child, never referring to a mother as “giving up her child for adoption.” A 
new parent, who is trying to help a child deepen their sense of connection to their new family, 
can introduce the child as “my daughter/son” not “my adopted daughter/son.” Grandparents 
who are raising a grandchild may say, “She’s my granddaughter, but also my daughter.” Foster 
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parents may use language such as, “He is my son through foster care” or simply, “He/she is a 
member of our family.”

Why is language so important? It is important because adoption can be a sensitive issue for 
children. It is one of the ways children feel different. Consider a child who looks different from 
his or her adoptive parents going to Back to School Night, and hearing another child or adult 
casually comment about those differences. The inevitable questions about to whom children 
belong and how their family was created should generate a response that confirms the impor-
tance of an adopted child in his or her family.

Step 3 Ask the participants to go to “Positive Permanency & Adoption Language” on 
page 1-55 [PRN page 1-31] in the Parent’s Toolbox, and lead a brief discussion 
on this topic to help them become familiar and comfortable with these terms. Ask 
participants for additional language that could be added to this list. After that 
discussion, paraphrase the following:

Keep strength-based language in mind as we continue to discuss becoming a permanent/adop-
tive family. This includes our own language as we experience the community. 

IV. A CHILD’S UNDERSTANDING OF PERMANENCY/ ADOPTION

Time: 45 minutes    Steps: 1-4

Purpose: To introduce participants to the concept that children’s understanding of  
  adoption/permanency changes over time as they process information regard- 
  ing their adoption in new ways at each developmental stage.

 A. hoW the chIld exPerIences the losses
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Step 1 Paraphrase the following:

A child’s experience of loss is filtered through many factors – age, life experience, frequency 
of loss, extent of other trauma – to name a few. Children express loss in a variety of different 
ways as well. They may express feelings of grief and loss through depression and withdrawal, 
sleep and eating disorders, hyperactivity, anxiety, forgetfulness and distraction, again to name 
only a few. Understanding your child’s experience will take some detective work, but we can 
listen to what some young people have to say about their experience to give us some insight.

 B. lIsten to my story

Step 2 Introduce the DVD, “I Wonder…” * by paraphrasing the following: 
  Note: Start at the DVD beginning and run 17 minutes of the video,   

 ending before Joseph’s story starts.
 *If the DVD has not yet been purchased by the Facilitator, lead a 15 - 20  

  minute discussion on diversity based on the information in this step.

We will now delve a little deeper into the experiences and perceptions of a group of adopted  
teens by viewing Vera Fahlberg’s DVD, “I Wonder…” Dr. Vera Fahlberg is a physician who 
specialized in adoption. Her book A Child’s Journey Through Placement, is about children 
adopted from the child welfare system, and her work is particularly helpful for parents adopt-
ing children through those systems. The video depicts children at different maturity levels. 
Some were adopted as infants and some were adopted as older children. They were adopted 
through public agencies as well as private agencies. Some children are in open adoptions and 
some in closed adoptions. They were adopted both domestically and internationally. The video 
presents an array of adoption-built families, and the best part of it is that we hear about the 
adoption experience directly from the children.  

Discussion Questions: 
• What did you hear the teens saying about their adoption experiences?
• Who were the teens most interested in searching for in their birth family?
• Which teens were struggling? 
• Which teens were doing well?

Remember that adoptive/permanent parents will always have a different experience of adop-
tion/permanency than their child. Children in concurrent planning placements will have seen 
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the rougher side of adoption, and they may have lived through a great deal of grief and loss 
before ever getting to a permanent family. Their message to parents may be “I’m going to 
struggle with adoption. I’ve seen the rough side. I may already come to you not being able to 
relax into your love…not being able to trust you. I’ve learned a lot about caregivers, and most 
of it is not good. I may not be able to trust your authority over me.”

Step 3 Discuss why parents need to set a tone within the family for open exploration of 
issues by paraphrasing the following: 

Children have tasks that need to be accomplished with regard to adoption/permanency in addi-
tion to the normal developmental tasks of all children. They need to:
 • Understand what adoption/permanency means, both in general and specifically for  
                  themselves
 • Explore dual connections to two or more families
 • Cope with adoption/permanency-related loss and stigma, feelings of being different
 • Integrate adoption/permanency into their emerging identity
 • Make a decision about searching for and/or connecting with birth family

You and they will need to understand that adoption/permanency is a lifelong process, and so 
is the process of understanding adoption/permanency. Children understand adoption/perma-
nency differently over time, processing information regarding their adoption in new ways at 
each developmental stage. 

Children should understand their unique adoption stories. Adopted persons have the right to 
know the truth about their adoption. It is their story and it is essential that they hear that story 
from their permanent/adoptive parents, the people they should trust the most. Most adopted 
children do not fully comprehend the lifelong impact adoption will have on them, and the 
meaning it will hold in their lives until they are young adults. 

Children may ask questions for which there are no answers due to a lack of information, or at 
times in their lives when they are not ready for answers, but they need to know that they can 
depend on their parents to be truthful with them about the answers. Some facts or circumstanc-
es may be difficult to discuss. If there is sensitive information to share, the groundwork for it 
should be laid as early as possible to support the child’s full understanding of why the adoption 
took place. All information should help the adoption make sense to the child. 
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In Session 3, we will discuss the stages of development for children in more depth. In Session 
6, we will link children’s understanding of adoption/permanency to their stage of development, 
and also practice how to share sensitive information with children about their history, based on 
their stage of development.

 c. oPenness In AdoPtIon

Step 4 Paraphrase the following:

Your ability to answer questions for your child, and your ability to meet your child’s needs 
for connections to his or her past, will depend on how open your adoption is. Openness in 
adoption is a continuum, from fully disclosed to completely closed, with varying degrees in 
between. Think about your child’s connections prior to joining your family. How open is your 
adoption, and what access do you have to important information that your child might need? 
What is a truly open adoption?

Open adoptions are the creation of continuing relationships that occur when a child is placed 
from his or her family of origin into another permanent legal family. A fully disclosed open 
adoption implies an active building of trust, open communication and a concern about the 
other individuals connected to this child. It is an attitude of the heart and is child-focused. 
By nature, relationships require an investment of time and emotion, an ability to accept risk, 
mutual respect, and an ability to accommodate people whose needs and beliefs are different 
from yours. People may move, new people may arrive by way of marriage, birth, or change of 
heart. Sometimes individuals who did not believe that they could participate in the open adop-
tion find that they would like to be included in the child’s life. Completely closed adoptions are 
characterized by no communication and limited non-identifying information being exchanged.

The adoption kinship network is broadly inclusive of all those people who the child has had 
meaningful connections with in the past or who could have meaning to them in the future.  
Birth family is defined as not just nuclear, but extended family and near kin. That would include 
former foster parents, therapists, teachers, Court Appointed Special Advocates or guardian ad 
litem, religious leaders, neighbors, former foster siblings, fictive grandparents, aunts and uncles, 
cousins, and peers. Parents need to be aware of the individuals who have meaning in the child’s 
life and with whom the child would wish to maintain ongoing connection. These relationships 
can provide important information and resources for the child over time.
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What is most important is that we listen to our children. Not just their words, but their emo-
tions, and their behaviors, as those are the things that give us clues as to what their needs truly 
are. Children need to be in an environment where they are given permission to explore and 
experience issues safely and respectfully, and we, as parents, set the tone.

 Note: Let participants know that they have the “Children’s Rights and Open 
Adoption” article in the Homework Optional Reading section page 1-63 
[PRN page 1-39]. of this session.

V. BECOMING A PERMANENT/ADOPTIVE FAMILY

Time: 20 minutes    Steps: 1-4

Purpose: To let participants know that while each family is different and unique, the  
   journey to becoming a permanent family shares similar challenges in a fairly  
   predictable pattern, and to help them identify strengths in themselves, their  
  child and their family for coping with the challenges.

 A. strengths And chAllenges

Step 1 Assist participants in identifying their strengths and challenges in parenting 
a child of loss and trauma. Paraphrase the following, then go to the Exercise 

“Strengths and Challenges” on page 1-35.
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  Note:  Have participants go to Exercise Worksheet “Strengths and  
 Challenges” on page 1-39 [PRN page 1-15]. Have participants take 5  
minutes to write down the strengths and challenges for them as parents, 
their children, and their family as a whole, of being a permanency formed 
family. 

The best place to begin this course is with you, the parent/caregiver. As you have just heard, 
it is our belief that children thrive, grow and heal when they are planted in permanent, loving 
homes. Note that we did not say perfect homes. Each and every one of us is a unique individual, 
with both strengths and challenges. This course is built upon a strength-based philosophy, so 
we will begin by exploring strengths, as a way to both emphasize and encourage a strength-
based approach to parenting, as well as exploring the unique challenges that many of you face 
when parenting a child of loss and trauma.

Sometimes we can get so caught up in the magnitude of the challenges that we lose sight of the 
many strengths we have to offer. Yet, these strengths are what help our families move from 
surviving to thriving. Some strengths and challenges that should be mentioned are:

Parents:
Strengths–Motivation to be a good parent; ability to commit; love for the child; experience as 
a parent to other children; willingness to ask for help; flexibility; sense of humor; established 
values.

Challenges – Lack of background information; unfamiliar parenting territory; child’s unpredict-
able behavior; opinions of outsiders; lack of understanding on the part of schools, community; 
changes in family dynamics; parenting children individually; managing time for each child.

My Child:
Strengths – Potential to learn; potential to integrate into the family and form relationships; cop-
ing skills learned from experiences; innate strengths and skills.

Challenges – Adjusting to new family and environment; adjusting coping skills to new situ-
ation; dealing with loss; overcoming early life experiences; forming relationships with new 
family members; trusting adults to provide security and care.

Our Family:
Strengths – Cohesive unit to begin with; openness to new family member; compassion for 
child who has suffered; in case of relatives, biological connection and possible familiarity with 
child; stability; established routines; known values.

Challenges – Making emotional room for a new family member; accommodating change in 
family dynamics; coping with behaviors that are not the norm for the family; taking the time to 
attend to the new child’s needs; siblings’ needs being taken into consideration.

Over the years, the formation of family support groups has helped children normalize their 
experience of being part of a non-traditionally formed family. Support networks for families 
who have adopted internationally and/or transracially, lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans-sexual 
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headed families, kinship families, families parenting children with physical challenges, and 
other groups, have formed to provide support for each other, share resources and help children 
normalize their families. This is not exclusive to adoptive or permanency formed families. The 
importance of parents being aware of the community in which they live cannot be emphasized 
too much. It is important for children to see other people who look like them, and families who 
look like theirs. 

B. your fAmIly’s Journey

Step 2  Introduce the Parent’s Toolbox article on page 1-57 [PRN page 1-33], “The Stages 
of A Placement” and review, using the handout as a guide.

 
Let’s take a look at this article, and review “The Stages of Placement,” as outlined here. Let’s 
remember that there are normal crisis stages that families will experience…challenges for both 
the child and caregiver. As we review the Stages of Placement, think about your own parent-
ing experiences in each of these stages, and think back to the challenges and strengths we just 
listed.

Step 3  If time allows, ask participants to share any personal stories about their experi-
ence with any/all of the stages on “The Stages of Placement” Parent’s Toolbox 
article. Lead a discussion with participants, asking the following questions:

  
 • What was the most difficult or challenging for you/your family in each stage?
 • What was most helpful for you/your family in each stage?
 • What natural supports exist for you, or were helpful to you in the various  

      stages? (Examples could be clergy, neighbors, co-workers.)
 • Looking back, what help, assistance or resources did you need at some of the  

      earlier stages of placement that you wish were available to you, or wish you had      
     consulted?

Step 4 Wrap up this discussion by paraphrasing the following:

The challenges of parenting can wear you down if you do not take care of yourself, and exhaus-
tion makes parenting even more difficult. One of the most important things you can do for 
yourself is to find resources that help you re-energize and re-fuel yourself.  We will talk more 
about this when we wrap up today and discuss homework for our next class.
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VI. WRAP-UP SESSION 1 AND HOMEWORK FOR SESSION 2

Time: 20 minutes    Steps: 1 - 3

Purpose:  To give participants an opportunity to reflect on the knowledge gained from     
  this session, and to address any remaining questions.

 A. revIeW sessIon 1

Step 1  Review Session 1, asking participants if there are any questions left unanswered, and 
if there was any one thing that was unexpected, that they hadn’t considered before.

B.  evAluAtIons for sessIon 1

Step 2  Have participants pull out the Evaluation sheet for Session 1 from the Evaluation 
Sheets section of their PRN and fill them out. You will pick them up as partici-
pants are leaving. Let them know that there will also be an evaluation sheet at the 
end of the sessions for the whole series as well. These help us be aware of issues 
that might not come up otherwise and make the classes more responsive to the 
participants’ needs.

c. homeWork for sessIon 2

Step 3  Refer participants to the “10 Things I Do to Refuel” worksheet in the Homework 
section on page 1-61 [PRN page 1-37]. Introduce the homework assignment and 
let participants know there will be some work they should be doing on their own 
between sessions by paraphrasing the following:

Each week we will send all of you home with something to try at home, read or think about 
before the next session. It will help your understanding if you think the new information over 
during the time between sessions.

Parenting children who have experienced loss and trauma is a job requiring support. You went 
over some of the resources available to you in the “Strengths & Challenges” exercise earlier, and 
as important as it is for support to come from external sources, you, as parents, also need to find 
resources within yourselves to continue to do this job each day. For homework, we are asking 
you to consider where you find your internal sources of support. There will be a discussion of 
this at the beginning of Session 2. 


